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For the first time ever in the series, players will also be able to create and customize their own player. The creation process in FIFA 22 is broken down into three
stages. In Stage 1, players can create a player from a player template provided by EA. By adding a jersey and customized faces and hair, players will make their
creation unique. In Stage 2, players can add in their own visual style to their player. Lastly, Stage 3 allows players to edit and customize details that weren’t possible
in the previous versions. FIFA 22 will also introduce “Aiming Intelligence,” which uses a detailed vision system and AI-powered targeting system to ensure players are
making accurate shot on goal and passing the ball. The engine uses real-life data from thousands of players to achieve a level of precision not seen in the series
before. In FIFA 22, your opponent is not a faceless opponent, but a human being. “With ‘Aiming Intelligence,’ and the new Real Player Motion Technology, we have
been able to create more realistic football experiences,” said Matt Bilbey, Executive Producer at EA Sports. “We are excited to continue to innovate and give fans even
more ways to play and enjoy FIFA in the new FIFA 22 release.” For the first time ever in the series, players can create and customize their own player. Real Player
Motion Technology FIFA 22 captures authentic player movement through Player Motion Technology (PMT), which enables the game to accurately capture the complex
and varied movements of athletes in a virtual football setting. The engine uses positional data for players, tracking them as they run, jump and stretch in the game.
These positions are captured as the player moves, changing with the new “Motion Class.” Motion Classes The FIFA 22 engine has three motion classes, which combine
multiple motion types in different combinations to simulate how an athlete moves. The system uses PMT and the range of motion data from each motion class to
better predict movement and rotation of the player. This new technology not only captures the motion of individual parts of the body, such as the legs, but also the
overall movement of the player’s body. Match Pace Match Pace gives the gamer complete control over the pace of the game. Players can choose from real-time
options of 100, 125, 150 or 175 Meters Per Second (M/S) for the pace

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Groundbreaking “Move” Controls – Play and Pass with up to 11 players on-screen at any one time and use balls to control players and deliver all the familiar tricks that you would in a regular game.
A new Progress Management – Now earn more in-match Power Ups, create more waypoints, customise your squad before a match, and develop more potential as you play.
Realistic Player Physik and AI – Move freely through the pitch like no one else. Tackle like a maniac, counter-attack every time and continue where you left off.
Physical Submission System – Kick, punch, grapple and even trip as you fight for the ball. Whether defending or scoring, physical Interceptions change the game.
The Skill Stick – Volleys, Cruises, Drives, Tackles, bicycle and whip moves, the Skill Stick will produce the flick, the drive, the miracle shot and other high-octane moves. Deliver them with pure precision.
New Game Mode: Fight for the Cup
A Real World-Real Football Experience
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FIFA is the world's leading videogame franchise, and the best-selling sports videogame franchise of all time, selling over 1.5 billion units across all platforms. It has
been at the forefront of the videogame industry since its launch in September 1994. FIFA is a series of football-based video games created by EA Canada. What's new
in FIFA? More teams -- More stadiums -- More customization -- More off-the-ball action -- It’s the first year of On the Ball™ innovation across every mode in FIFA. More
teams -- More stadiums -- More customization -- More off-the-ball action -- It’s the first year of On the Ball™ innovation across every mode in FIFA. Key features On the
Ball - Smart, On-the-Ball gameplay New motion controls - Quick, accurate and smooth controls Improved ball physics - It's like playing with a golf ball Improved
goalkeeper AI - Bigger reactions and agility New Simple Pass - A true control system that better teaches players Advanced Shot Control - Accuracy to dominate On the
Ball - Smart, On-the-Ball gameplay Key features Player Positioning Ball Physics - When you press the trigger, the ball jumps and spins like it's live Advanced Ball
Movement - New ball control, improved offensive move speed Wides, Sidings & Curl - Drives and crosses are on brand new sides Ball Control - Touch the ball and
move forward Advanced Off-the-Ball Actions - Complete off-the-ball movements Ball Kicking - Every aspect of kicking control improved. Ball Deflection - Pass to
teammates and run with full body movements Ball Interference - Defending against ball interference Additional Video Highlights FIFA Key Features Progression: Sign
on to Ultimate Team and compete to be the ultimate soccer player in the ultimate soccer game. Ultimate Team: Play with, against and compete with friends. Game
Center: Compare stats and challenge opponents from all over the globe. Singleplayer: Enjoy award winning challenges, achievements and challenges. Gameplay Key
Features Simple Pass System - The first control system that was designed to teach passing and shooting. Realistic Player Animation - Teams respond to contact and
ball movement more realistically. Improved Player Controls bc9d6d6daa
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Create and manage your Ultimate Team in FUT 22, collect and train players from over 200 football legends, enjoy the dynamic gameplay of our new Vision System,
and get ready for more control over the game’s authentic moves and behaviors than ever before. EA SPORTS Football Club – EA SPORTS Football Club brings the
journey of developing and coaching players into the game at a deeper level. Join a journey of discovery with a great variety of players in all positions and areas of the
game. For the first time, coaches in-game and via the Coach Studio can discover and develop their players by tweaking individual aspects of their skillsets, and
analyse players to make the best possible footballing decisions. Match Day Experience – Predict the outcome of every match, build and improve your club from the top
to the bottom levels, and look to strengthen your roster as you compete for league and cup honours from the dugout. The Journey of the Pro – The all-new Career
mode lets you complete a season of matches in a unique way. Live through every match as your player, starting at the bottom and making your way through the
ranks, with new daily and weekly challenges making progression through the game feel like a bigger and more compelling journey. Captain Command – You are the
captain of your team in the new Captain Command mode, where the ultimate leader of your football club must compete with the referees, managers, coaches and
owners to lead your squad to the top of the table. FIFA 21 presented by AT&T is scheduled for release on September 24th. If you like FIFA games and are interested in
pre-ordering, you can do so here. Are you a FIFA League fan? Do you want EA to reveal the new feature for FIFA 21 to an Italian audience? Why not participate to this
poll? Remember that you can make your vote count. That’s why we have opened an official social media page for our campaign: Vote for PS4 and Xbox One. New
feature about FIFA 21 for Italy The FIFALinux.org is a community dedicated to share news and your experiences with FIFA. Lately, it is known the fact that a new
feature will be available in FIFA 21 (because of FIFA 20): an Italian Community. During the FIFA 20 pre-release event, EA stated that the Game’s Italian Community
would be ready to be used in FIFA 21. The Community

What's new:

Make the World Cup winners Even Better with “What if”: Make a squad with the current world champion, and decide who leads them to glory in head-to-head matches using player classes and attributes. The World Cup
winner now has dynamic and exciting gameplay, making all-time World Cup heroes like Messi or Cristiano Ronaldo exciting to watch and challenging to play.
Make the Best Defenders Better with Physically based Defender AI: from Club World Cup to the Premier League, you’ll see defenders physically do just as they need to make themselves tougher to beat – even if they’re
outnumbered. Helped by the new “natural” defender AI – defenders now launch challenges like defenders, complete with dodges and feints.
Make your Team React to the Moment: Use Player Traits to make teams react to situations in real-time, and play like a pro on the pitch.
Be as Great as your Team: Gather 50 Ultimate Team cards or points to unlock a player, then use individual player growth to train, practice and attain TOP-GOAL status to make the ultimate star. When you’re ready, unleash
that player’s unique talents to dominate the pitch.
Precise Direction-changing Skips: On the pitch, make use of long-range goals and powerful bombs to score with pace and control. Vision 360, aiming and heading make the ball move anywhere on the field for the fastest,
most effective moves in FIFA. For an even more precise feeling of speed and control, take aim with passing and direct control.
Create Your Dream Team: Using a new “MyClub” UI and Customise your World Tour ambitions. Control your club’s budget and release your favourite players while continuing to build your transfer reputation.
NEW PASSING SYSTEM: Feel the energy of the game with a brand-new, intuitive passing system that knows your style of play, pulls requests from your formation and gives you new creative control as you set up chances.
For example, pass diagonally with precise accuracy, timing and confidence.
Eliminate Your Opponents: Stifling counter-attacks are a thing of the past and you can fill your playbook with agile strikers, hard 
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Over one million players around the world enjoy FIFA every year. FIFA is the world's leading sports video game franchise, with over 41 million
players around the world and multiple awards to its name. # # # PLAYER INTERACTIONS DYNAMIC DUELS Dynamic Duels give every player a
unique experience. Players can pull off spectacular moves in either attack or defence, make daring runs to create scoring opportunities, or kick
and slide into possession to quickly control the ball. After scoring a goal or intercepting the ball, players can either continue to move the ball
with a dribble, or pass the ball in the direction of their teammates. DYNAMIC FRAMING Sporting heroes are simply more dynamic in FIFA 22. New
passing animations allow defenders to jostle with attackers and intercept passes, and mobility controls allow players to get in and out of tight
spaces. Shooters are even more able to turn and use space, while midfielders have greater control of the ball and awareness of the pitch when
making crucial decisions to break down the opposition. Individual player stats and unlockable player attributes have also been improved.
FEATURED PLAYERS Your favourite players make their long-awaited return in FIFA 22. Iconic superstars Cristiano Ronaldo, Kaká, Lionel Messi
and Neymar are joined by the likes of Paolo Maldini, Marta and Steven Gerrard. Each one is now more fully defined by their real-life attributes
and will respond to the way they are played. PAID TIERS AND UPGRADES EA SPORTS™ FIFA 2K11 and FIFA 12 introduced Paid Tiers with a wider
range of player attributes and performance-based rewards. FIFA 22 continues this initiative with further player and team-specific rewards,
including improved availability, stats and ratings. The roster of featured players also expands to cover more top-quality players. GRAPHICS The
new FIFA franchise features remarkable detail and depth. New camera systems and lighting solutions create a much more accurate
representation of the atmosphere on the pitch. The new lighting system features improved and varied shadows, improved face and body
modelling, new clothing and footwear, realistic grass, improved stadium textures and more. Be A True A-Zion A partnership with Tel Aviv
University brings the Tel Aviv stadium closer to life. Over 30 authentic logos and banners will appear in-match, while improved player
association with the
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

DRAKE™ VII: CRYSTAL DOWNS Minimum system requirements may change without notice. Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-8400 / AMD® FX 8350.
Memory: 6 GB RAM. Graphics: NVIDIA® GTX 660 / AMD Radeon HD 7850. DirectX: Version 11. Hard disk: 25 GB of available hard disk space.
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